We investigate the well-known correlations between the dynamical mass-to-light ratio M/L and other global observables of elliptical (E) and lenticular (S0) galaxies. We construct twointegral Jeans and three-integral Schwarzschild dynamical models for a sample of 25 E/S0 galaxies with SAURON integral-field stellar kinematics to about one effective (half-light) radius R e . They have well-calibrated I-band Hubble Space Telescope WFPC2 and large-field ground-based photometry, accurate surface brightness fluctuation distances, and their observed kinematics is consistent with an axisymmetric intrinsic shape. All these factors result in an unprecedented accuracy in the M/L measurements. We find a tight correlation of the form (M/L) = (3.80 ± 0.14) × (σ e /200 km s −1 ) 0.84±0.07 between the M/L (in the I-band) measured from the dynamical models and the luminosity-weighted second moment σ e of the lineof-sight velocity-distribution within R e . The observed rms scatter in M/L for our sample is 18%, while the inferred intrinsic scatter is ∼ 13%. The (M/L)-σ e relation can be included in the remarkable series of tight correlations between σ e and other galaxy global observables. The comparison of the observed correlations with the predictions of the Fundamental Plane (FP), and with simple virial estimates, shows that the 'tilt' of the FP of early-type galaxies, describing the deviation of the FP from the virial relation, is almost exclusively due to a real M/L variation, while structural and orbital non-homology have a negligible effect. When the photometric parameters are determined in the 'classic' way, using growth curves, and the σ e is measured in a large aperture, the virial mass appears to be a reliable estimator of the mass in the central regions of galaxies, and can be safely used where more 'expensive' models are not feasible (e.g. in high redshift studies). In this case the best-fitting virial relation has the form (M/L) vir = (5.0 ± 0.1) × R e σ 2 e /(L G), in reasonable agreement with simple theoretical predictions. We find no difference between the M/L of the galaxies in clusters and in the field. The comparison of the dynamical M/L with the (M/L) pop inferred from the analysis of the stellar population, indicates a median dark matter fraction in early-type galaxies of ∼ 30% of the total mass inside one R e , in broad agreement with previous studies, and it also shows that the stellar initial mass function varies little among different galaxies. Our results suggest a variation in M/L at constant (M/L) pop , which seems to be linked to the galaxy dynamics. We speculate that fast rotating galaxies have lower dark matter fractions than the slow rotating and generally more massive ones. If correct, this would suggest a connection between the galaxy assembly history and the dark matter halo structure. The tightness of our correlation provides some evidence against cuspy nuclear dark matter profiles in galaxies.
INTRODUCTION
Early-type galaxies display a large variety of morphologies and kinematics. Some of them show little rotation, significant kinematic twists, and kinematically-decoupled components in their centres. These systems are generally classified as ellipticals (E) from photometry alone, and are more common among the most massive objects, which also tend to be redder, metal-rich and to appear nearly round on the sky. The remaining early-type galaxies show a well-defined rotation pattern, with a rotation axis generally well aligned with the photometric minor axis. These objects are often less massive, tend to be bluer and can appear very flat on the sky. These galaxies are generally classified either as E or as lenticulars (S0) from photometry (Davies et al. 1983; Franx, Illingworth, & de Zeeuw 1991; Kormendy & Bender 1996) .
Despite the differences between individual objects, when considering early-type galaxies as a class, it appears that they satisfy a number of regular relations between their global parameters. The first to be discovered was the relation L ∝ σ 4 between the luminosity and the velocity dispersion of the stars in elliptical galaxies (Faber & Jackson 1976) . These authors also already realized that, under simple assumptions, the observed relation implies a variation of the mass-to-light ratio (M/L) with galaxy luminosity.
It is now clear that the Faber-Jackson relation is the projection of a thin plane, the Fundamental Plane (FP; Dressler et al. 1987; Djorgovski & Davis 1987) , which correlates three global observables: the effective radius Re, the velocity dispersion σ and the surface brightness Ie at the effective radius. The relation is of the form Re ∝ σ α I β e . If galaxies were homologous stellar systems in virial equilibrium, with constant M/L, one would expect a correlation of the form Re ∝ σ 2 I
−1
e . The observed relation has instead the form Re ∝ σ 1.24 I −0.82 e (Jørgensen, Franx, & Kjaergaard 1996) , with generally good agreement between different estimates and a weak dependence on the photometric band in the visual region (Bernardi et al. 2003; Colless et al. 2001 , and references therein).
One way to explain the observed deviation, or 'tilt', of the FP from the virial predictions is to assume a power-law dependence of the M/L on the other galaxy structural parameters (mainly galaxy mass). The M/L variation could be due to differences in the stellar population or in the dark matter fraction in different galaxies. Other options are also possible however. The virial prediction for the FP is based on the assumption that galaxies form a set of homologous systems, both in the sense of having self-similar density distributions and in terms of having the same orbital distribution. These spatial and dynamical non-homologies could then also explain the observed tilt of the FP. All these possible effects are known to occur in practice, and they must contribute, to some degree, to the observed tilt of the FP (e.g. van Albada, Bertin, & Stiavelli 1995) .
Various attempts have been made to estimate the contribution of the possible effects, with sometimes contradictory results. A number of authors tried to study the origin of the FP tilt using approximate models. Ciotti, Lanzoni, & Renzini (1996) used theoretical arguments to show that non-homology, particularly in the surface-brightness profile of galaxies, could in principle play a major role in the tilt. Subsequent studies concluded that non-homology is indeed significant from the indirect argument that the expected change in M/L of the stellar population alone cannot explain the observed M/L variation (Prugniel & Simien 1996; Pahre, Djorgovski, & de Carvalho 1998; Forbes, Ponman, & Brown 1998; Forbes & Ponman 1999) . From the observed spatial non-homology, namely the inverse correlation of galaxy concentration and luminosity (Caon, Capaccioli, & D'Onofrio 1993; various works concluded that the contribution of the spatial non-homology of galaxies of different luminosities is responsible for a significant fraction of the observed FP tilt (Prugniel & Simien 1997; Graham & Colless 1997; Trujillo, Burkert, & Bell 2004) . These authors constructed simple spherical isotropic models and used large samples of galaxies to estimate the variation in the virial M/L from the variation of the shape of galaxy profiles with luminosity. Although changes in the light-profile shape do not, on their own, significantly affect the tilt of the FP (e.g. ) they produce a variation in the velocity dispersion profile which may influence the measured M/L.
van der Marel (1991), Magorrian et al. (1998) and Gerhard et al. (2001) constructed detailed dynamical models of smaller samples of galaxies, reproducing in detail the photometry and long-slit spectroscopy observations. They also investigated the M/L and concluded that the variations observed in the models are consistent with the observed FP tilt. However, the fact that the spread in their measured M/L values was much larger than that in the FP, made the results inconclusive.
In this work we revisit what was done in the latter studies, with some crucial differences:
(i) The quality of our data allows a dramatic improvement in the accuracy of the dynamical M/L determinations; for our galaxy sample SAURON (Bacon et al. 2001 , Paper I) integral-field observations of the stellar kinematics are available, together with HST/WFPC2 and ground-based MDM photometry in the I-band (which we reproduce in detail with our models including ellipticity variations), and reliable distances based on the surface brightness fluctuations (SBF) determinations by Tonry et al. (2001) ;
(ii) Our sample was extracted from the SAURON representative sample of de Zeeuw et al. (2002, hereafter Paper II) , which spans a wide range in velocity dispersion and luminosity, and includes both bright and low-luminosity E and S0 galaxies; (iii) In contrast to previous studies the axisymmetric modelling technique we use can also be applied to very flattened galaxies, or objects containing multiple photometric components.
All this allows us to carefully estimate the intrinsic scatter in the correlations between the dynamical M/L and other galaxy observables, and makes it possible to set tight constraints on the measured slopes, for stringent comparisons with previous FP results and predictions of galaxy formation theory.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the sample selection and the photometric and kinematical data used. In Section 3 we describe the two-integral and three-integral dynamical models used to measure the M/L. In Section 4 we study the correlation of the M/L with global galaxy parameters. We discuss our results in Section 5 and summarize our conclusions in Section 6.
SAMPLE AND DATA

Selection
The set of galaxies we use for this work was extracted from the SAURON sample of 48 E and S0 galaxies (classification taken from de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991, hereafter RC3) , which is representative of nearby bright early-type galaxies (cz ≤ 3000 km sthe Coma I cloud, or the Leo I group, and the latter being galaxies outside these clusters), uniformly covering the plane of ellipticity, ε, versus absolute blue magnitude, MB.
One of the requirements for the subsample defined in the present paper was the availability of an accurate distance determined using the SBF technique by Tonry et al. (2001) . 38 objects in the SAURON sample satisfy this criterion. The second requirement was the availability of Hubble Space Telescope (HST) photometry obtained with the WFPC2 in the I-band (F814W). We selected this band because it is minimally affected by intrinsic dust effects and it is expected to trace well the bulk of the luminous mass in galaxies. 35 galaxies satisfy this second criterion. The intersection between the two groups with SBF distances and I-band photometry leads to a sample of 29 galaxies. Out of these galaxies we additionally eliminated the objects showing strong evidence of bars within the SAURON field, from either the photometry (see Section 3.1) or the kinematics. Specifically we excluded the five galaxies NGC 1023, NGC 2768, NGC 3384, NGC 3489 and NGC 4382. We did not attempt to eliminate all possibly barred galaxies from our sample, but at least we excluded the objects for which it makes little sense to deproject the observed surface density under the assumption of axisymmetry and to fit an axisymmetric model, which has to produce a bi-symmetric velocity field aligned with the photometry. We added the special galaxy M32, which is not part of the representative sample, to the remaining sample of 24 galaxies. This last object allows us to sample the low-luminosity end of our correlations, which by construction cannot be accessed with galaxies from the main survey. This leads to a final sample of 25 galaxies.
Photometry
Our photometric data consists of the HST/WFPC2/F814W images already mentioned, together with ground-based photometry obtained, in the same F814W filter, with the 1.3m McGraw-Hill telescope at the MDM observatory on Kitt Peak. A relatively large field-of-view of 17.
′ 1×17. ′ 1 was used for the MDM observations to provide good coverage of the outer parts of our galaxies and to allow for an accurate sky subtraction from the observed frames. The MDM images are part of a complete photometric survey of the SAURON galaxies, and they will be described in detail elsewhere.
We adopted the WFPC2 images as reference for the photometric calibration and rescaled the MDM images to the same level. For this we measured logarithmically-sampled photometric profiles on the two images, using circular apertures, after masking bright stars or galaxies within the field. The sky level of the wide-field ground-based image can be determined easily and accurately by requiring the profile to tend asymptotically to a power-law at large radii. This leaves two free parameters: the scaling ratio between the ground-based image and the WFPC2 image, and the sky level of the WFPC2 image. The two parameters were fitted by minimizing the relative error between the two photometric profiles in the region of overlap, while excluding the innermost 3 ′′ to avoid seeing effects (top panel in Fig. 1 ). After the fit we merged the two sky-subtracted and scaled profiles into a single one, which was used for the determination of the global photometric parameters (bottom panel in Fig. 1) .
We measured the half-light radius Re and total galaxy luminosity as in classic studies on the FP of early-type galaxies (e.g. Burstein et al. 1987; Jørgensen et al. 1995) , namely from a fit of a de Vaucouleurs R 1/4 growth curve to the aperture photometry. The fit was generally restricted to radii R > ∼ 10 ′′ where the growth curve is a good description of the observations. We also experimented derived from the WFPC2/F814W (red solid line) and MDM images (diamonds). The sky-level of the WFPC2 image and the scaling factor of the MDM image are the free parameters of the fit. The flattening in the central ground-based profile is due to saturation of the image inside R < ∼ 3 ′′ . The fit was performed in the region between the two vertical dotted lines, where the WFPC2 and MDM profiles overlap, while excluding the innermost 3 ′′ to avoid PSF and saturation effects. Bottom Panel: fit of a de Vaucouleurs R 1/4 growth curve (green solid line) to the combined WFPC2+MDM observed aperture photometry (diamonds). The two vertical dotted lines define the boundaries of the region that was included in the fit, which is limited to 200 ′′ to reduce uncertainties due to the sky subtraction and contamination from nearby galaxies or foreground stars. The solid vertical line marks the location of Re.
with alternatives: (i) fitting a Sérsic (1968) R 1/n curve to the profile, (ii) fitting a R 1/n growth curve to the aperture photometry, (iii) fitting a R 1/n growth curve, with the value of n fixed by a previous fit to the profile. We found that the values of Re obtained with different methods differ substantially in some cases. This is not too surprising as the determination is based on an extrapolation of the profile. We adopted the R 1/4 growth curve fit because it allows a direct comparison of our results with previous works on the FP in Section 4.4. Another advantage is that with a growth curve approach the profile does not have to be well described by the assumed parameterization, but one just tries to extrapolate the luminosity to infinite radius, starting from the outermost measured photometric points. This makes the measurement more robust and better reproducible than a profile-fitting approach. The measured values of the global photometric parameters are given in Table 1 . Tonry et al. (2001) indicates an observational error of 13%. (5) Total observed K-band galaxy magnitude, from the 2MASS Extended Source Catalog (Jarrett et al. 2000) . (6) Velocity dispersion derived with pPXF, by fitting a purely Gaussian LOSVD to the luminosity-weighted spectrum within Re. For the galaxies in which Rmax/Re < 1 this value was determined on the whole SAURON field. Equation (1) was used to derive the σe value used in our correlations, adopting as R/Re the value in column 3. The statistical errors on these values are negligible, but we adopt an error of 5% to take systematics into account. (7) Inclination of the best-fitting two-integral Jeans model. We do not attach errors as they are fully model dependent. (8) M/L of the best-fitting two-integral Jeans model. (9) M/L of the best-fitting three-integral Schwarzschild model, computed at the inclination of column 7. Comparison with column 8 suggests an error of 6% in these values. (10) Stellar population (M/L)pop determined from measured line-strength values using single stellar population models. The median formal error on this quantity is ∼ 10%, but this value is strongly assumption dependent. See Section 4.7 for details. (11) Galaxy distance modulus of Tonry et al. (2001) , adjusted to the Cepheid zeropoint of Freedman et al. (2001) by subtracting 0.06 mag (for a discussion see Section 3.3 of Mei et al. 2005) . (12) B-band galactic extinction of Schlegel, Finkbeiner, & Davis (1998) as given by the NED database. We adopt A I = A B /2.22 as in NED. (13) Galaxy classification according to the measured value of the specific stellar angular momentum within one Re, from the SAURON kinematics. A qualitative distinction between the two classes of galaxies can be seen on the kinematic maps of Paper III. More details will be given in Emsellem et al. (in preparation) .
Kinematics
The kinematic measurements used here were presented in Emsellem et al. (2004, hereafter Paper III) , where further details can be found. In brief, the SAURON integral-field spectroscopic observations, obtained at the 4.2-m William Herschel Telescope on La Palma, were reduced and merged with the XSauron software developed at CRAL (Paper I). They where spatially binned to a minimum signal-to-noise ratio S/N ≈ 60 using the Voronoi twodimensional (2D) binning algorithm by Cappellari & Copin (2003) and the stellar kinematics were subsequently extracted with the penalized pixel-fitting (pPXF) method of Cappellari & Emsellem (2004) . This provided, for each Voronoi bin, the mean velocity V , the velocity dispersion σ and four higher order Gauss-Hermite moments of the velocity up to h3-h6 (van der Marel & Franx 1993; Gerhard 1993) . We estimated errors on the kinematics using 100 Monte Carlo realizations and applying the prescriptions of Section 3.4 of Cappellari & Emsellem (2004) . In addition we observed M32 with SAURON in August 2003 with the same configuration as for the other galaxies in Paper III, and obtained two pointings resulting in a field-of-view of about 40 ′′ ×60 ′′ .
For each galaxy in our sample we determined σe, the luminosity-weighted second moment of the line-of-sight velocity distribution (LOSVD) within the half-light radius Re. Compared to the central velocity dispersion σc, which was sometimes used before, this quantity has the advantage that it is only weakly dependent on the details of the aperture used. The observed σe is an approximation to the second velocity moment which appears in the virial equation (Binney & Tremaine 1987, Section 4.3) . It is proportional to √ M (with M the galaxy mass), and so is weakly dependent on the details of the orbital distribution. These are the reasons why a similar quantity (estimated however from long-slit data) was also adopted by e.g. Gebhardt et al. (2003) to study the correlation between the mass of supermassive black holes (BHs) and the velocity dispersion of the host galaxy.
The use of integral-field observations allows us to perform the σe measurements in a more rigorous manner than was possible with long slits. We measured σe from the data by coadding all luminosity-weighted spectra within Re. The resulting single 'effective spectrum' has extremely high S/N > ∼ 300 per spectral element, and is equivalent to what would have been observed with a single aperture of radius Re centred on the galaxy. We then used pPXF, with the same set of multiple templates from Vazdekis (1999, hereafter VZ99) as in Paper III, to fit a purely Gaussian LOSVD from that spectrum to determine σ (this time the higher order GaussHermite moments are set to zero and are not fitted). This procedure takes into account in a precise manner the effect of the galaxy rotation on σe, so that no extra correction is required.
As we do not sample all galaxies out to one Re we want to correct for this effect and to estimate how much uncertainty this can introduce in our σe measurements. For this we show in Fig. 2 the profiles of σR, measured by coadding the SAURON spectra within circular apertures of increasing radius, for all the 40 early-type galaxies in Paper III which we sample to at least Re/2. In some cases the selected circular aperture is not fully sampled by our data, and we define the radius R ≡ A/π as that of a circular aperture with the same area A on the sky actually covered by the SAURON data inside that aperture. We fitted the profile of σe versus R for every galaxy with a power-law relation σR ∝ R γ and we determined the biweight (Hoaglin, Mosteller, & Tukey 1983 ) mean and standard deviation for the exponent γ = −0.066 ± 0.035 in the entire set. In addition we normalized the σR values to the corresponding σ e/2 , defined as the dispersion at Re/2, and computed the biweight mean from all galaxies, at different fractions of Re. This mean σR profile appears to be well described by the mean power-law relation fitted to the individual profiles. One can see that generally σR decreases by less than 5% from Re/2 up to Re, but the galaxy to galaxy variations are significant. In summary the aperture correction has the form:
The logarithmic slope of our best-fitting relation is in reasonable agreement with the value −0.04 found by Jørgensen et al. (1995) and with the value −0.06 derived by Mehlert et al. (2003) from long slit spectroscopy.
The measured values of σe for our sample are given in Table 1 together with the actual fraction of Re sampled by our kinematics. We decided not to restrict our σe measurements to a smaller aperture so as not to discard data for the galaxies that we sample to large radii. In what follows we correct the values of σe with the aperture correction of equation (1) to determine our correlations and to generate our plots.
DYNAMICAL MODELLING
MGE mass model
We constructed photometric models for all the 29 candidate galaxies (see beginning of Section 2.1) plus M32 with HST photometry and SBF distances. For this we used the Multi-Gaussian Expansion (MGE) parameterization by Emsellem, Monnet, & Bacon (1994) , which describes the observed surface brightness as a sum of Gaussians, and allows the photometry to be reproduced in detail, including ellipticity variations and strongly non-elliptical isophotes. The accurate MGE modeling of such a large sample of galaxies, each consisting of three separate images, was made feasible by the use of the MGE fitting method and software by Cappellari (2002) , which was designed with this kind of large-scale application in mind. Our MGE models were fitted simultaneously to three images: (i) the WFPC2/PC1 CCD (ii) the lower-resolution WFPC2 mosaic and (iii) a wide-field ground-based MDM image (Fig. 3) . In Section 2.2 we described how the ground-based and WFPC2 images were carefully sky-subtracted and matched. The MGE fits were done by keeping the position angle (PA) for all Gaussian fixed and taking PSF convolution into account (our F814W MGE PSF is given in Table 3 of Cappellari et al. 2002) . The quality of the resulting fits was inspected, together with the kinematics, to exclude the 5 galaxies which could not be reasonably well fitted by a constant-PA photometric model (Section 2.1). This reduced the original sample to 25 galaxies.
As discussed in Cappellari (2002) we 'regularized' our solutions by requiring the axial ratio of the flattest Gaussian to be as big as possible, while still reproducing the observed photometry. In this way we avoided artificially constraining the possible inclinations for which the models can be deprojected assuming they are axisymmetric. This also prevents introducing sharp variations in the intrinsic density of the MGE model, unless they are required to fit the surface brightness. This regularization of the models is needed because of the non-uniqueness of the deprojection of an axisymmetric density distribution (Rybicki 1987) .
The resulting analytically deconvolved MGE model for each galaxy was corrected for extinction following Schlegel et al. (1998) , as given by NED. It was converted to a surface density in solar units using the WFPC2 calibration of Dolphin (2000) while assuming an I-band absolute magnitude for the Sun of M I,⊙ = 4.08 mag (all the absolute magnitudes of the Sun in this paper, in the I, R and K-band, are taken from Table 2 .1 of Binney & Merrifield 1998) . The calibrated MGE models are given in Appendix B. The MGE model for NGC 2974 was taken from Krajnović et al. (2005) , which uses precisely the same method and calibration. 17. ′ 1×17. ′ 1 MDM image. North is up and east is to the left. The location on the MDM field of the L-shaped WFPC2 mosaic is also shown. The galaxy at the left of the frame is NGC 3384, which was masked during the MGE fit. Superposed on the three plots are the contours of the constant-PA MGE surface brightness model, convolved with the PSF of each observation. The MGE model was fitted simultaneously to all three images.
Two-integral Jeans modeling
We constructed axisymmetric Jeans models for the 25 galaxies in our sample in the following way. Under the assumptions of the MGE method, and for a given inclination i, the MGE surface density can be deprojected analytically (Monnet, Bacon, & Emsellem 1992 ) to obtain the intrinsic density ρ(R, z) in the galaxy meridional plane, still expressed as a sum of Gaussians. Although the deprojection is non-unique, the MGE deprojection represents a reasonable choice, which produces realistic intrinsic densities, that resemble observed galaxies when projected from any inclination.
For an axisymmetric model with constant M/L, and a stellar distribution function (DF) which depends only on two integrals of motion f = f (E, Lz), where E is the energy and Lz the angular momentum with respect to the z-axis (the axis of symmetry), the second velocity moments are uniquely defined (e.g. Lynden-Bell 1962; Hunter 1977) and can be computed by solving the Poisson and Jeans equations (e.g. Satoh 1980; Binney, Davies, & Illingworth 1990) . The second moment µ2 projected along the line-of-sight of the model is then a function of only two free parameters, i and M/L. We do not fit for the mass of a possible BH, as the spatial resolution of our data is not sufficient to constrain its value, but we set the mass of the central BH to that predicted by the MBH-σ correlation (Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Gebhardt et al. 2000) as given by Tremaine et al. (2002) . The inclusion of the BH is not critical in this work, but it has a nonnegligible effect for the most massive galaxies. E.g., in the case of M87 the expected BH of ∼ 3 × 10 9 M ⊙ produces a small but detectable effect on the observed σ up to a radius ∼ 5 ′′ (e.g. Fig. 13 of van der Marel 1994). To make our results virtually insensitive to the assumed BH masses we do not fit the innermost R < ∼ 2 ′′ from our data, where the BH may dominate the kinematics.
Starting from the calibrated parameters of the fitted MGE model and using the MGE formalism, the model µ2,⋆, without a BH, can be computed easily and accurately using a single onedimensional integral via equations (61-63) 1 of Emsellem et al. (1994) . The contribution µ2,• to the second moments, due to the BH, is computed via equations (49,88,102) of Emsellem et al. (1994) and also reduces to a single one-dimensional integral. Given the linearity of the Jeans equations with respect to the potential, the luminosity weighed second moments for an MGE model with a BH can be obtained as νpµ 
where the vectors d and m have elements dn = µ Relative variation of M/L predicted from the virial equations as a function of inclination, for MGE models with different constant observed axial ratios q ′ going from an observed flat galaxy q ′ = 0.3 (green line) to an observed round object q ′ = 0.9 (red line). At each observed axial ratio the density is assumed to be rounder than an extreme value of q = 0.1. Note the small variation
1991) the M/L derived from Jeans modeling is only weakly dependent on inclination, due to the fact that the increased flattening of a model at low inclination (i = 90
• being edge-on) is compensated by a decrease of the observed velocities, due to projection effects. A quantitative explanation can be obtained by studying how the M/L determined from the tensor virial equations varies with inclination, for given observed surface brightness and µ2. This variation for an MGE model is given by equation (77) of Emsellem et al. (1994) . If the density is stratified on similar spheroids, the M/L variation is independent of the radial density profile, while only being a function of the observed axial ratio of the galaxy and the assumed inclination. A plot of the variation of M/L with inclination, for different observed axial ratios, is presented in Fig. 4 and shows that one should expect errors smaller than < ∼ 10% even for significant errors in the inclination, if the observed galaxy has an observed axis ratio q ′ less than 0.7. When the galaxy is rounder than this, it is crucial to obtain a good value for the inclination, otherwise the measured M/L can be significantly in error.
The best-fitting inclination provided by the two-integral models needs not necessarily be correct, as there is no physical reason why the real galaxies should be well described by two-integral models. Nonetheless we found that for the four galaxies in our sample which are not already constrained by the photometry to be nearly edge-on, and for which an independent estimate of the inclination is provided by the geometry of the dust or by the kinematics of the gas (NGC 524, NGC 2974, NGC 4150 and NGC 4459), the inclination derived from the Jeans model agrees with that indicated by the dust or gas (see Appendix A). Moreover, the round non-rotating giant elliptical galaxies (e.g. NGC 4552 and NGC 4486) are best fitted for an inclination of 90
• , indicating that they are intrinsically close to spherical. This is in agreement with the fact that this whole class of massive galaxies, with flat nuclear surface-brightness profiles, which are often found at the centre of galaxy clusters, always appear nearly round on the sky and never as flattened and fast-rotating systems. They cannot all be flat systems seen nearly face-on, as the observed fraction is too high (e.g. Tremblay & Merritt 1996) .
Influence of a dark-matter halo
In the previous Section we derived the mass density for the dynamical models by deprojecting the observed stellar photometry under the simplifying assumption of a constant M/L. In the case of spiral galaxies, for which tracers of the potential are easy to observe, a number of observational and theoretical lines of evidence suggest that, either they also contain a substantial dark matter component (see Binney 2004 , for a recent review), or that a modification to the Newtonian gravity law is needed (Milgrom 1983; Bekenstein 2004 ). The situation is less clear regarding early-type galaxies, where it appears that in at least some galaxies dark matter is important (Carollo et al. 1995; Rix et al. 1997; Gerhard et al. 2001) , while in others it may not be present at all (Romanowsky et al. 2003; Ferreras, Saha, & Williams 2005) . In the simple case in which the dark matter density distribution follows the stellar density, the adopted dynamical models will be correct, but the measured M/L will include the contribution of the stellar component as well as the one of the dark matter. However in general the dark matter profile may not follow the stellar density, so the assumptions of our models could be fundamentally incorrect.
We briefly investigate the effect of a possible dark matter halo on our results using a simple galaxy model. We assume the galaxy to be spherically symmetric and the stellar density to be described by a Hernquist (1990) profile (of total mass M = 1), which reasonably well approximates the density of real early-type galaxies:
Here the density goes as ρ⋆ ∝ r −1 for r ≪ 1 and as ρ⋆ ∝ r −4 for r ≫ 1. The dark matter contribution is represented by a logarithmic potential,
which is the simplest potential producing a flat circular velocity v0 at large radii (r ≫ r0), as observed in real galaxies. With these assumptions, the projected second moment µ2 of an isotropic model, which is equal to the projected velocity dispersion σp due to the spherical symmetry, is given, e.g., by equation (29) of Tremaine et al. (1994) . Substituting the adopted expressions, we obtain:
where I(R) is the stellar surface brightness at the projected radius R, Υ is the stellar M/L, and we assumed a gravitational constant G = 1. This integral can be evaluated analytically (I(R) is given in Hernquist 1990), but it is trivially computed numerically. The results from this formula, evaluated for four different values of v0 = 0, . . . , v0,max, are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 5 . The characteristic radius r0 = 3.5 of the dark halo and the value of v0,max = 0.45 were chosen so as to make the circular velocity vc of the stellar plus dark matter component as constant as possible in the range R = 1.815 − 5.446 (top panel of Fig. 5 ), which corresponds to 1-3 half-light radii Re. This simple choice tries to mimic the typical observations of real early-type galaxies (e.g. Figure 2 of Gerhard et al. 2001) . Under these assumptions the dark matter represents 16% of the total mass inside Re and 52% inside 3Re. These values are roughly consistent with the values reported by Gerhard et al. (2001) for real galaxies. For this simple model, and assuming the largest dark matter contribution, the projected velocity dispersion σp is increased by 22% at Re (the typical maximum radius sampled by our SAURON kinematics) and by 9% at Re/2, with respect to a model without dark halo. The luminosity-weighted velocity dispersion inside a circular aperture σR is increased by 8% inside Re and by 4% inside Re/2 (bottom panel of Fig. 5 ).
To get an indication of the overestimation of the stellar M/L we would obtain by fitting constant M/L models to galaxies with dark halos, we logarithmically rebinned the σp profile of the model with dark halo (to mimic the spatial sampling of the real data), and fitted to it the model without dark halo, in the radial range 0-Re.
We obtained that the true stellar M/L would be overestimated by ∼ 12%, in the case of maximum dark halo. This shows that, under these hypotheses, the dark matter would start producing small but measurable variations in the global M/L.
Three-integral dynamical modeling
As we mentioned in the introduction, part of the observed FP tilt could come from non-homology in the orbital distribution of galaxies, as a function of luminosity. To test if this is the case, we compared the M/L derived using the quicker and simpler twointegral Jeans models, with general stationary and axisymmetric three-integral dynamical models.
The three-integral dynamical modeling we adopted is based on Schwarzschild's (1979) numerical orbit-superposition method, which is able to fit all kinematic and photometric observations (Richstone & Tremaine 1988; Rix et al. 1997; van der Marel et al. 1998) . A similar approach was adopted by us and by other groups to measure the black hole (BH) masses in galaxy nuclei or to analyse the stellar orbital distribution (e.g. Cretton et al. 1999; Cappellari et al. 2002; Verolme et al. 2002; Gebhardt et al. 2003; Valluri et al. 2004; . The method provides a general description of axisymmetric galaxies, its stronger assumption being that of the stationarity of the galaxy potential. In practice the method only requires the potential not to vary on the time-scale required to sample the density distribution of an orbit. As the dynamical time-scale in ellipticals is of the order of a few 10 7 yr at Re, while galaxy evolution generally happens on much longer timescales, this assumption is expected to be valid in the regions that we sample with our kinematics.
In our implementation of the Schwarzschild method we use the MGE parameterization to describe the stellar density and to calculate the gravitational potential, as in Cappellari et al. (2002) and Verolme et al. (2002) . However, we use here a new code which was specifically designed with the improved quality of our input integral-field kinematical data in mind. We verified that the new code produces the same results as the old one (within the numerical approximations of the method), when identical conditions are adopted. The key updates to the modeling method, with respect to the description given in van der Marel et al. (1998) and in Cappellari et al. (2002) , consist of: (i) The orbit library required by the method has to be sampled by choosing the starting points of the orbits so as to cover a three dimensional space defined by the isolating integrals of motion, the energy E, the z-component of the angular momentum Lz and the third integral I3. In previous works, at each E, we sampled orbits linearly in Lz, and for each (E, Lz) pair, an angle was used to parameterise I3 (see Fig. 5 of van der Marel et al. 1998) . Here at each E we start orbits from the meridional plane with vR = vz = 0 and Lz > 0 with positive initial coordinates arranged in a polar grid (linear in eccentric anomaly and in radius) going from R = z = 0, to the curve defined by the locus of the thin tube orbits (Fig. 6) , to reduce duplications. The reason for our change is that we want to sample observable space as uniformly as possible, as opposed to sample the space of the integrals of motion, which is not directly observable. With the new scheme the cusp singularities, which characterize the observables of orbits (see Fig. 1 .2 of Cappellari et al. 2004 ) are distributed evenly on the sky plane.
(ii) Ideally the orbit library in Schwarzschild's method should provide a complete set of basis functions for the DF. Individual orbits corresponds to DFs that are δ-functions and an infinite num-ber of them can indeed represent any smooth DF. However only a limited number of orbits can be used in real models, which then have a non-smooth DF and generate unrealistically non-smooth observables. To alleviate this problem, instead of using single orbits as basis functions for the DF in the models, we use 'dithered' orbital components, constructed by coadding a large bundle of orbits started from different but adjacent initial conditions. The starting points are arranged in such a way that the (regular) orbits differ in all three integrals of motion (Fig. 6 ). This technique produces smoother components, which are also more representative of the space of integrals of motions they are meant to describe (a similar approach was used for spherical models by Richstone & Tremaine 1988; Rix et al. 1997) . With dithered orbits we can construct models which better approximate real galaxies than would otherwise be possible with single orbits, due to computational limitation. Dithering is crucial for this work, as otherwise the numerical noise generated by the relatively small orbit number would limit the accuracy in the determination of the M/L.
(iii) We do not use Fourier convolutions to model PSF effects. Given that the computation of the orbital observables is intrinsically a Monte Carlo integration, we also deal with the PSF in the same way. The phase space coordinates are computed at equal time steps during the orbit integration (using the DOP853 routine by Hairer, Norsett, & Wanner 1993) . They are projected on the sky plane, generating the triplets of values (
, which are regarded as 'photons' coming from the galaxy. The sky coordinates (x ′ , y ′ ) of each photon are randomly perturbed, with probability described by the MGE PSF, before being recorded directly into any of the observational apertures. In this way no interpolation or intermediate grids are required and the accuracy of the computation of the observables is only determined by the (large) number of photons generated. Voronoi 2D-binning is treated in the model in the same way as in the observed data (Section 2.3).
For the sampling of the orbit library in the present paper we adopted a grid of 21 energies, and at every energy we used 8 angular and 7 radial sectors, with N dither = 6 (as in Fig. 6 ). This means that the final galaxy model is made of 21 × (8 − 1) × 7 × 2 × 6 3 = 444, 528 different orbits, which are bundled in groups of 6 3 = 216 before the linear orbital superposition. From each orbital component we generate ∼ 2 × 10 8 'photons' on the sky plane, which are used for an accurate Monte Carlo calculation of the observables inside the Voronoi bins. At each bin position we fit V , σ and four Gauss-Hermite parameters up to h6.
Some of the models whose M/L we use in this paper were already presented elsewhere. An application of this new code to the modeling of the 2D-binned kinematics of the elliptical galaxy NGC 4473, which contains two counterrotating spheroids, and a study of the orbital distribution of the giant elliptical galaxy M87 was presented in . The modeling of the elliptical galaxy NGC 2974, and detailed tests of the ability of this orbital sampling scheme to recover a given M/L and a realistic DF are presented in Krajnović et al. (2005) .
In contrast to studies of spiral galaxies, where the inclination can be inferred from the observed geometry of the disk, there is usually no obvious way to infer the inclination of early-type galaxies, and it therefore is one of the free parameters of the models. Krajnović et al. (2005) showed that there is evidence for the inclination to be possibly degenerate using axisymmetric three-integral models, even if the LOSVD is known at every position on the projected image of the galaxy on the sky. Here we confirmed this result using a larger sample of galaxies, in the sense that the models are . Visualization of our orbital starting scheme and dithering at a given energy E in the meridional plane (R, z) of an axisymmetric galaxy (cf. Fig. 5 of van der Marel et al. 1998) . The large magenta dot marks the location of the circular orbit. At each E we start orbits from the meridional plane with v R = vz = 0 and Lz > 0, with initial coordinates arranged in a polar grid, linear in the eccentric anomaly and in radius (small red dots), going from R = z = 0, to the curve defined by the locus (green line) of the thin tube orbits, to reduce duplications. We then construct 'dithered' orbital bundles by grouping together (blue lines) every adjacent set of N 3 dither orbits and coadding them before computing the observables (at one E one can only visualize N 2 dither points or 6×6 in this plot). The first and last angular sectors have half size, to provide a uniform angular sampling across the R and z axes (considering the bi-symmetry of the model). Also shown is a representative regular non-resonant orbit, started near the centre of one orbital bundle, enclosed in its zero-velocity curve. The outermost black solid line is the equipotential, which includes every orbit at the given E.
generally able to fit the observations within the measurement errors, for wide ranges of variation in inclination. For these reasons we fitted the M/L by constructing sequences of models with varying M/L, while keeping the inclination fixed to the best-fitting value provided by the Jeans models (Table 1) . We show in Appendix A that the inclination derived from the Jeans models may be more accurate than just assuming all galaxies are edge-on, although we are aware it may not always be correct. In any case, we have shown in Fig. 4 that the results of this work do not depend critically on the assumed inclination.
The Schwarzschild models use the same MGE parameters as the Jeans models (Section 3.2) and also include a central BH as predicted by the MBH-σ relation. More details on the modeling and the motivation of the changes, together with a full analysis of the orbital distribution inferred from the models are given in a follow-up paper. The fact that the models can generally fit the observed density and the SAURON integral-field kinematics of our galaxies with a constant M/L seems to confirm the suggestion of Section 3.3: either mass follows light in galaxy centres, or we cannot place useful constraints on the dark-matter halo from these data. This may be explained by the existence of an intrinsic degeneracy in the simultaneous recovery of the potential and the orbital distribution from the observed LOSVD, as discussed e.g. in Section 3 of Valluri et al. (2004) , combined with the relatively limited spatial coverage. In a few galaxies the h4 and h6 Gauss-Hermite moments cannot be reproduced in detail by our models and may be improved e.g. by allowing the M/L to vary or extending to triaxial geometry.
RESULTS
Comparing M/L of two and three-integral models
In this Section we compare the measurements of M/L obtained with the two-integral Jeans models described in Section 3.2 with the results obtained with the more general Schwarzschild models of Section 3.4. The usefulness of this comparison comes from the fact that the Jeans models are not general, but can be computed to nearly machine numerical accuracy, so they will generally provide biased results, but with negligible numerical noise. The Schwarzschild models are general, within the assumptions of stationarity and axisymmetry, but are affected by numerical noise and can be influenced by a number of implementation details. A comparison between these two substantially different modeling methods will provide a robust estimate of the uncertainties in the derived M/L, including systematic effects. The best-fitting correlation (Fig. 7) shows a small systematic trend (M/L) Schw ∝ (M/L)
1.13±0.05 Jeans
, while the scatter in the relation indicates an intrinsic error of 6% in the models. Formal errors in the Schwarzschild M/L are generally not too different from this more robust estimate (e.g. Krajnović et al. 2005) .
One can see in Fig. 7 that the galaxies with the highest M/L tend to show an (M/L) Schw which is systematically higher than (M/L)Jeans (see also Table 1 ). The difference in the M/L is likely due mainly to the fact that the Schwarzschild models use the full information on the LOSVD, while the Jeans models are restricted to the first two moments. For this reason, in the following Sections, unless otherwise indicated, we will use the term "dynamical M/L", or simply M/L, to refer to the (M/L) Schw , which is expected to provide a less biased estimate of the true M/L.
Observed correlations
The data consists of N = 25 estimates of the dynamical M/L in the I-band and corresponding measurements of the luminosityweighted second moment of the LOSVD σe within the half-light radius. We fitted a linear relation of the form y = α + βx, with x = log(σ/σ0) and y = log(M/L), and minimizing
with symmetric errors ∆xj and ∆yj , using the FITEXY routine taken from the IDL Astro-Library (Landsman 1993) , which is based on a similar routine by Press et al. (1992) . This is the same approach adopted by Tremaine et al. (2002) to measure the slope of the correlation between the mass MBH of the central BH and σe, and we refer to that paper for a comparison of the relative merits of alternative methods. The M/L measurements are inversely proportional to the assumed distance, which is taken from Tonry et al. (2001) and was adjusted to the new Cepheids zeropoint of Freedman et al. (2001) by subtracting 0.06 mag from the SBF distance moduli (Table 1). For this reason the errors in the distance represent a lower limit to the errors in M/L. In the fit, we assigned to the M/L the distance errors quadratically coadded to the 6% modeling error derived in Section 4.1. The σe values are measured from spectra of extremely high S/N , and have negligible statistical errors, but their accuracy is limited by template mismatch and possible calibration accuracy. We adopted an error in σe of 5%. An upper limit to the error in σe can be derived by comparing our values with the central σc in published data (HyperLeda; 2 Prugniel & Simien 1996) , which is closely related to our σe, but it is measured in a very different way. We found that errors of 7% in σ are needed to explain the scatter with respect to a linear relation between log σc − log σe. This scatter also includes very significant systematics due to the differences in the data, analysis and measurement method. The adopted 5% error provides a conservative estimate of the true errors. Note that for the galaxy M87 our σe value is 20% smaller than the value adopted by Tremaine et al. (2002) . Our SAURON kinematics however agrees well with both the G-band and the Ca triplet stellar kinematics by van der Marel (1994) . Adopting our smaller σe M87 would become an outlier of the MBH − σe correlation.
We find a tight correlation ( 
The value of σ0 = 200 km s −1 was chosen, following Tremaine et al. (2002) , to minimize the uncertainty in α and the correlation between α and β. The best-fitting values and the uncertainties, here as in all the following correlations, were determined after increasing the errors ∆yj in the M/L by quadratically 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 log σ e (km s Tonry et al. (2001) , quadratically coadded to the 6% modeling error determined in Section 4.1. The errors on σe are assumed to be 5%. The solid line is the correlation obtained by fitting all galaxies, while the dotted line is the fit obtained by excluding the five galaxies with log σe < 2. The galaxy with the smallest σe is M32.
coadding a constant 'intrinsic' scatter so that (∆yj ) 2 is replaced by (∆yj) 2 +(∆y0) 2 , to make χ 2 /ν = 1, where ν = N −2 = 23 is the number of degrees of freedom in the linear fit (see Tremaine et al. 2002 , for a discussion of the approach). The constant intrinsic scatter implied by the observed scatter in this correlation is ∼ 13% (∆y0 = 0.053).
To test the robustness of the slope we also performed a fit only to the galaxies with log σe > 2, which is the range most densely sampled by FP studies (e.g. Jørgensen et al. 1996) . The relation becomes in this case (M/L) ∝ σ 1.06±0.18 e , which is steeper, but is still consistent with equation (7) within the much larger uncertainty. The steepening of the correlation at high σe may also be due to a non perfect linearity of the relation (e.g. Zaritsky, Gonzalez, & Zabludoff 2005) , but this cannot be tested with our limited number of galaxies. The correlation computed using the Jeans determinations is even tighter than equation (7) The use of σe determined from integral-field data and using a large aperture has the significant advantage that it is conceptually rigorous and accurate. However the (M/L)-σ correlation does not appear to depend very strongly on the details by which σ is determined. We performed the same fit of Fig. 8 using as value of the dispersion the σ e/8 measured from the SAURON data in an aperture of radius Re/8. In this case the best-fitting correlation has the form (M/L) ∝ σ We also determined the correlation between the M/L and the second moment of the velocity, corrected with equation (18) 
to include the contribution to the second moment of a nonzero h4,e parameter. Equation (8) was obtained by integrating the LOSVD to infinite velocities. In practice the second moment of a parameterised LOSVD with dispersion σ and h4 = 0.1 is equal tõ σ = (1, 1.11, 1.21) × σ if one sets the LOSVD to zero for velocities larger than |V | > (2.45, 3, 4) × σ respectively. This shows that the correction has to be used with care, being highly sensitive to the details of the LOSVD at large velocities, where the LOSVD cannot be determined reliably. In fact a measured positive h4 parameter, which means the LOSVD is narrower than a Gaussian at small velocities, does not necessarily imply that the wings of the LOSVD are precisely as described by the Gauss-Hermite parameterization. We find a correlation consistent, within the errors, with equation (7) and with comparable scatter. We also studied the correlation of the dynamical M/L with the galaxy luminosity (Fig. 9 ). For this we used our own total magnitudes in the I-band IT given in Table 1 , transformed into absolute magnitudes using the SBF distances and the galactic absorption (Schlegel et al. 1998) given in Table 1 . The IT measurements are dominated by possible systematic errors due to the extrapolation involved and the possible contamination by nearby objects. To obtain a realistic estimate of the errors we compared our IT with the same value 3 measured by Tonry et al. (2001) in the same photometric band. A fit to the two sets of values showed no systematic trend with magnitude and a zeropoint shift of 0.09 mag. The observed scatter is consistent with errors of 13% in each measurement, and we assigned this error to our IT values. A stringent internal test on the errors in the IT measurements comes from the comparisons with the total luminosities obtained by coadding all the Gaussians of the MGE models of Section 3.1. A correlation of the two quantities shows no deviant points and no systematic trend in either slope or zeropoint, and is fully explained by an 8% random error in both quantities. This estimate is similar to the typical measurement errors of 9% reported by Jørgensen et al. (1996) . We also compared IT with the corresponding values of BT in the B-band as given by the HyperLeda catalogue (Prugniel & Simien 1996) . We found a smooth variation of the B − I colour with luminosity, consistent with the quoted measurements errors in this quantity and indicating the absence of significant systematic errors or any deviant point. The fit was performed in the same way as above and provided the relation:
This correlation has an observed rms scatter in M/L of 31% which is much larger than that of the correlation (7). In particular there is a significant scatter for the eight galaxies in the luminosity range −21.5 < ∼ MI < ∼ − 19.5 mag. Given the fact that all galaxies in the SAURON sample were selected to have MB ≤ −18 mag, which translates in the I-band into MI < ∼ − 20 mag, the fit depends very sensitively on the single M/L of M32, which also has a small distance error. Moreover there is some indication that the dwarf E galaxies like M32 may populate a different FP from the normal E galaxies (Burstein et al. 1997 ; but see Graham & Guzmán 2003) . For these reason we excluded M32 from this fit and all the following fits involving luminosity or mass. Note that all galaxies, with the exception of M32 are brighter than the limit M I ≈ −20 mag, in absolute magnitudes, which is set by the luminosity selection criterion of the SAURON survey. Due to the sensitivity of the fit to the single M/L of M32, this galaxy was not included in this and in the following fits involving luminosity or mass, but it is included in the plots, to allow a comparison with Fig. 8. 
Understanding the tightness of the correlations
The decrease of the scatter in M/L, when going from the (M/L)-L correlation to the (M/L)-σ one is reminiscent of what happens to the similar correlations involving the BH mass MBH instead of the M/L. This decrease of the scatter shows that at a given galaxy luminosity the M/L is higher when the σ is higher. One may apply the arguments used to understand the tightness of the MBH-σ relation (Gebhardt et al. 2000; Ferrarese & Merritt 2000) to the (M/L)-σ relation as well. There can be two main reasons for the (M/L)-σ relation to be tighter than the (M/L)-L relation: (i) the M/L may correlate with galaxy mass, but the luminosity may not be a good mass estimator, due to differences of M/L at a given luminosity; in this case variations of σ would reflect variations of M/L; (ii) the M/L may be related to the galaxy compactness, which implies a higher σ at a given mass. In the case of the MBH-σ relation both effects seem to play a role: Kormendy & Gebhardt (2001) showed that the galaxies with higher σ are indeed more compact than average (see also . Subsequently Marconi & Hunt (2003) and Häring & Rix (2004) showed that much tighter correlations for MBH are obtained using the galaxy mass instead of the luminosity.
It is clear from Fig. 9 that there is a spread in M/L at a given galaxy luminosity, so the first argument above must play a role in tightening the correlation. To test the importance of this effect we verify how much better the M/L correlates with galaxy mass after multiplying each luminosity by its measured M/L. The best-fitting correlation (Fig. 10 Fig. 9 , but here the M/L is plotted against the 2MASS galaxy absolute magnitude in the K-band. The faintest galaxy is M32 which was not included in the fit. galaxies' old stellar population. Moreover in that wavelength range the M/L variations with mass are smaller (e.g. Bell & de Jong 2001) . These are apparently the reasons why Marconi & Hunt (2003) found a much tighter MBH-L correlation in the K-band than in the B-band.
We want to see if the same tightening happens in our case with the M/L. The correlation between the I-band M/L and the Kband luminosity, extracted from the 2MASS Extended Source Catalog (XSC; Jarrett et al. 2000) , is shown in Fig. 11 . We adopted the same constant error of 13% in the luminosity, as we used in the I-band, instead of the errors given in the XSC, which have an unrealistically small median value of 2%. The best fitting relation is nearly identical to equation (9) 
adopting M K,⊙ = 3.28 mag. This relation has indeed a slightly smaller rms scatter in M/L, of 28%, than the I-band correlation. Finally, to test the importance of the second argument above, namely the effect of the galaxy compactness in tightening our (M/L)-σ correlation, we show in Fig. 12 the same (M/L)-L relation as in Fig. 9 , but we also overplot the effective radii Re of the galaxies (in pc). The eight galaxies with −21.5 < ∼ MI < ∼ −19.5 differ substantially in their Re. Indeed the galaxies with higher M/L are also the most compact at a given luminosity. This explains why they also have the highest σ (see Kormendy & Gebhardt 2001 , for a discussion), and it shows why, at least for our limited galaxy sample, the (M/L)-σ correlation is even tighter than the (M/L)-M relation.
To summarize the results of this Section, we found that (i) the tightest correlation is the (M/L)-σ relation, followed by (M/L)-M and (M/L)-LK . The (M/L)-LI relation is the least tight. This sequence of increasing scatter suggests that the M/L correlates primarily with galaxy mass and, at given mass, with galaxy compactness. However we caution the reader that the size of our sample is too small to draw definitive conclusions. In fact, with the exception of the (M/L)-σ relation, the difference in scatter between the different correlations is only at a few sigma level. A larger sample is needed to make this result stronger.
Understanding the tilt of the FP
The existence of the FP of the form Re ∝ σ α I β e , combined with the homology and virial equilibrium assumption M ∝ σ 2 Re and the geometric definition L ∝ IeR 2 e , yields a prediction for the (M/L)FP Faber et al. 1987 ). Here we adopt a FP of the form:
as determined in the Gunn r-band by Jørgensen et al. (1996) from a sample of 225 early-type galaxies in nearby clusters. We choose these numerical values because the photometric parameters Re and Ie for this FP were measured from a homogeneous sample of E and S0 galaxies, in the same way as we did (Section 2.2). This FP determination agrees within the errors with other determinations in similar photometric bands (see Colless et al. 2001 , and references therein) and also with the I-band determination by Scodeggio, Giovanelli, & Haynes (1997) , so the choice of the FP coefficients is not critical. One important exception is the FP determination by Bernardi et al. (2003) , derived from a large sample of galaxies from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey. The parameters of that FP are inconsistent with most previous determinations, and the reason for this discrepancy is currently unclear. Considering also that their photometric parameters were derived by fitting the galaxy profiles and not from a growth curve, as in this and other FP works, we decided not to consider their values here. Taking the numerical values by Jørgensen et al. (1996) , one can derive the following relations for the (M/L)FP, as a function of the combination Reσ or equivalently galaxy mass, and galaxy luminosity : 
The scatter in the relations amounts to 23% between M/L and R 0.22 e σ 0.49 or mass, and 31% between M/L and L. Within the errors the (M/L)FP can be written as a simple power-law of either luminosity or mass alone. This simple dependence is what is usually known as the 'tilt' of the FP. The (M/L)FP cannot be written explicitly as a simple function of σ, however Jørgensen et al. (1996) note that "the inclusion of Re is not even essential" as a direct correlation between (M/L)FP and σ gives a correlation:
with an observed scatter virtually unchanged of 25%. As mentioned before, the correctness of the FP prediction for the M/L depends on the homology assumption, regarding both the surface brightness and the orbital distribution of early-type galaxies (e.g. Ciotti et al. 1996) . Our dynamical M/L is based on detailed photometric models, so it is independent of the spatial homology assumption. Moreover we include the full LOSVD to estimate the M/L and we do not need to make any extra correction for galaxy rotation. Finally the good agreement between the M/L derived with two-integral Jeans and three-integral Schwarzschild models shows that orbital non-homology does not have an important effect on the M/L (Section 4.1). We are thus in the position to compare directly our M/L determinations, which do not depend on any homology assumption, with the homology-dependent (M/L)FP.
Comparison between the FP tilt given by equation (14) and relation (9) shows that the dependence of the dynamical M/L on luminosity is the same. Taking the measurement errors into account this indicates that non-homology cannot produce more than ∼ 15% of the observed tilt. For the more reliable correlations involving σ, comparison of the virial prediction of equation (15) and the modeling result of equation (7) indicates that non-homology can account for at most ∼ 7% of the tilt. Both relations consistently imply that the FP tilt reflects essentially a real variation of the total M/L in the central regions of galaxies, which can be due to variations in the galaxies' stellar population and/or in the dark matter fraction. A similar conclusion was reached by Lanzoni et al. (2004) from general considerations about the observed scaling relations of earlytype galaxies. The comparison of this Section however involves uncertainties due to the fact that the tilt may depend on the sample selection criteria. To assess if this plays an important effect we perform in the next Section a direct comparison of the virial predictions for the M/L derived from our own galaxy sample. 
Comparison with virial predictions of M/L
An alternative way to test the validity of the virial and homology assumptions and their influence on the FP tilt is to compute the 'observed' virial (M/L)vir ∝ Reσ 2 e /L and to compare it directly to the M/L derived from the dynamical models. This has the advantage that it can be performed on our own galaxies and does not involve any choice of FP parameters or selection effects. We fitted the correlations of (M/L)vir, in the I-band, with σ and with luminosity, obtaining:
Equations (16,17) have an observed rms scatter of 19% and 27%, and are fully consistent with the FP determinations in equations (15) and (14) respectively. The scatter in these correlations of virial determinations is comparable to the scatter derived using the full dynamical models and, as in that case, appears dominated by the intrinsic scatter in M/L. Finally, the most direct way of measuring the accuracy of the homology assumption is to compare (M/L)vir with the M/L from the dynamical models. The correlation is shown in Fig. 13 and has the form
The observed slope is consistent with the determination based on the FP (Section 4.4), implying that both the structural and the orbital non-homology contribution cannot represent more than ∼ 15% of the FP tilt (neglecting possible selection effects in our sample, which are very difficult to estimate). Contrary to all correlations shown before, the scatter in this correlation is not influenced by the errors in the distance, as both M/L estimates use the same distance.
Adopting an intrinsic accuracy of 6% in the M/L determinations (Section 4.1), the scatter in (M/L)vir required to make χ 2 /ν = 1 is 14%. The correlation between the virial and the Jeans estimates gives (M/L)Jeans ∝ (M/L) 0.94±0.06 vir with very similar scatter to the correlation (18).
Comparing the virial and Schwarzschild M/L estimates we can provide a direct 'calibration' of the virial mass, and M/L estimator (which are often used only in a relative sense):
The best fitting scaling factor is β = 5.0±0.1. We can compare this value with the predictions from simple dynamical models, as done by a number of previous authors (e.g. Michard 1980) . For this we computed the theoretical predictions for β from spherical isotropic models described by the Sérsic profile R 1/n , for different values of n. The computation was performed using high-accuracy MGE fits to the Sérsic profiles, obtained with the routines of Cappellari (2002) . From the fitted MGE models, which reproduce the profiles to better than 0.05%, the projected σ values can be computed with a single one-dimensional numerical integration. The projected luminosity-weighted σ was then integrated within a circular aperture of radius Re to compute σe which is needed to determine the scaling factor β. In the range n = 2-10 the predicted β parameter is approximated to better than 3% by the expression
(cf. Bertin, Ciotti, & Del Principe 2002) . The precise value predicted for a R 1/4 profile is β = 5.953 (the value becomes β = 5.872 with a BH of 0.14% of the galaxy mass as in Häring & Rix 2004) , while the observed value of β ≈ 5.0 would correspond to a Sérsic index n ≈ 5.5. However the predictions of equation (20) only apply in an idealized situation and do not take into account the details in which (M/L)vir is measured from real data and the fact that galaxies are not simple one-component isotropic spherical systems. From our extended photometry (Section 2.2) we measured the n values for the 25 galaxies of our sample by fitting the observed radial surface brightness profiles. The derived Sérsic indices span the whole range n = 2-10 and will be presented in a future paper. From the observed variation in the profiles β should be expected to vary by a factor ∼ 2.5 according to the idealized spherical model. In practice we find no significant correlation (linear correlation coefficient r ≈ −0.13) between the measured β (the value required to make (M/L) Schw = βReσ 2 e /(L G)) and the one predicted by equation (20). This shows that the idealized model is not a useful representation of reality and cannot be used to try to improve the (M/L)vir estimates. An investigation of the interesting question of why the β parameter appears so constant in real galaxies and with realistic observing conditions goes beyond the scope of the present paper.
The results of this Section show that the simple virial estimate of M/L, and correspondingly of galaxy mass, is virtually unbiased, in the sense that it produces estimates that follow a nearly one-toone correlation with the M/L computed from much more 'expensive' dynamical models. This result has implications for high redshift studies, as it shows e.g. that one can confidently use the virial estimator to determine masses at high redshift, where it is generally unfeasible to construct full dynamical models. It is important to emphasize however that this result strictly applies to virial measurements derived as we do in this paper, namely using 'classic' determination of Re and L via R 1/4 growth curves, and with σe values measured in a large aperture.
Comparison with previous results
To understand whether the tight (M/L)-σe correlation is really due to the improved quality of the kinematical data and photometric data, we determined the observed scatter in the Johnson R-band M/L determinations by van der Marel (1991) , who used a similar Jeans modeling method, on a different sample of bright elliptical galaxies (five in common with our sample). From his sample of 37 galaxies we extracted the 26 for which SBF distances by Tonry et al. (2001) exist and we performed a fit as done in Fig. 8 . We used in the correlations his mean velocity dispersion σ and his "improved" (M/L) Table 2 respectively), which we rescaled to the SBF distances, and converted to the I-band assuming an Rband absolute magnitude of the Sun of M R,⊙ = 4.42 mag and a typical colour for ellipticals of R − I ≈ 0.6, which implies (M/L)R/(M/L)I ≈ 1.27. As in Section 4.2 we assumed a 5% error in σ, and assigned to the M/L the errors in the SBF distance, quadratically coadded to a constant error as to make χ 2 /ν = 1. The best-fitting relation is shown in Fig. 14 ( 21) which is in good agreement with our equation (7), but has much larger uncertainties and an increased observed scatter of 28%. This increased scatter must be attributed mainly to the differences in the quality of the data used by van der Marel (1991) and in the present paper. For the five galaxies (NGC 3379, NGC 3608, NGC 4374, NGC 4486, NGC 5846) in common with this paper we measured
Comparison with stellar population (M/L)pop
We have established that the dynamical M/L can be accurately determined from our data and models, and that a tight correlation exists with σe, which also explains the appearance of the FP. The next obvious question is whether the observed M/L variations are mainly due to a change in the stellar population or to differences in the dark matter fraction in galaxies. A number of authors have addressed this question usually using simple dynamical models combined with stellar population models. Sometimes these investigations have produced outcomes that are not entirely consistent between each other (e.g. Kauffmann et al. 2003; Padmanabhan et al. 2004; Drory, Bender, & Hopp 2004 ). Here we use accurate dynamical M/L and (M/L)pop estimates from single stellar population (SSP) models, similarly to Gerhard et al. (2001) .
Using the (M/L)pop predictions for the SSP models 4 by Vazdekis et al. (1996, hereafter VZ96) (Kuntschner et al. 2006, Paper VI) . To minimize the uncertainties in the absolute calibration of the line-strength indices to model predictions, we determined the index predictions for different SSP ages and metallicities by measuring them directly on the flux calibrated model spectral energy distributions produced by VZ99 (see discussion in Kuntschner et al. 2002) . We hereby circumvent the use of the so-called Lick fitting functions which can only be used in conjunction with uncertain offsets accounting for differences in the flux calibration between models and observations. The model spectra of VZ99 were broadened to the Lick resolution using the same procedure we adopted for the SAURON spectra. In order to minimize the influence of non-solar abundance ratios we derived the (M/L)pop estimates from a [MgFe50] vs Hβ diagram (Fig. 15) . The index [MgFe50] = (0.45 × Mgb + Fe5015)/2 is defined such that it is largely insensitive to abundance ratio variations, while Hβ is only weakly dependent on it (Trager et al. 2000; Thomas, Maraston, & Korn 2004) . For each galaxy, the linestrength measurements were extracted from the same high signalto-noise SAURON spectrum from which the σe were derived, i.e. by luminosity-weighting all the spectra within Re (Section 2.3).
To test the robustness of the (M/L)pop predictions we repeated the analysis of Fig. 15 using the models of Bruzual & Charlot (2003, BC03) , and those by (Thomas, Maraston, & Bender 2003, TMB03) and Maraston (2005) , adopting the Salpeter IMF. The absolute values of the (M/L)pop agree to within 20% between the different models over the line-strength index range relevant for our galaxies. However the detailed agreement is better between the TMB03 and VZ96 models, while the predictions of BC03 tend to be noisier. In this paper we choose to use the VZ96 and VZ99 models because for them predictions of the spectral energy distribution at moderate resolution are also available which is helpful to minimize calibration issues.
We find that for single-burst stellar populations, the contour levels of constant (M/L)pop in Fig. 15 tend to be nearly horizontal, in the sense that (M/L)pop is essentially a function of Hβ alone. This implies that, under the model assumptions, if the variations in the dynamical M/L are driven by the variation in the stellar population, a good correlation should exist between M/L and Hβ. This is tested in Fig. 16, Figure 15 . Observed values of the line strength index log[MgFe50] versus log(Hβ) for our galaxy sample. Overplotted are the contours showing the corresponding predictions of log(M/L)pop for the SSP models by VZ96 and VZ99, using the Salpeter IMF. The small crosses indicate the location where the model predictions are available, and from which the contours were linearly interpolated. Note the concentration of galaxies near the contour level log(M/L)pop = 0.6. The contours appear nearly horizontal in this plot, and the same is true using the Kroupa (2001) IMF. The two galaxies with the Hβ value lower than any model prediction (M87 and NGC 5846) may be contaminated by residual gas emission. Their (M/L)pop was estimated after increasing Hβ to the level of the model predictions.
model relation follows the same trend as the data, suggesting that the variation of the stellar population is indeed an important factor in determining the observed variations of the M/L. The span of M/L from 1-6 mainly reflects differences in the luminosityweighted age of the stellar population. The observed age trend is consistent with evidences of downsizing (Cowie et al. 1996) from high redshift studies (e.g. di Serego Alighieri et al. 2005; Treu et al. 2005; van der Wel et al. 2005) .
The accuracy of our M/L determinations allows us to go beyond the general agreement, to detect significant deviations, and to exclude a simple one-to-one relation between the total M/L given by the dynamical models and the (M/L)pop predicted by the stellar population models. In particular, for some galaxies, the measured total M/L is lower than any of the model predictions with the Salpeter IMF. For this reason, with the above caveats about the absolute scaling of the (M/L)pop values, and if we assume the IMF to be the same for all galaxies, we have to reject the Salpeter IMF (and any IMF with larger slope) as it gives unphysical results. Kroupa (2001) has measured the IMF and constrained the shape below one solar mass with the result that there are fewer low mass stars than indicated by the Salpeter law. The effect of using the Kroupa IMF is just to decrease all the (M/L)pop model predictions by ∼ 30% (∆ log(M/L) ∼ 0.16). With this IMF, none of the dynamical M/L values lie below the relation defined by the model predictions, within the measurement errors. Although we cannot independently confirm the correctness of this IMF we adopt it for the purposes of the following discussion.
A more direct, but more model dependent, way of looking at the relation between the stellar population and the M/L variations, is to compare M/L with (M/L)pop predicted using the Kroupa IMF (Fig. 17) . The similarity of this figure with Fig. 16 , which was obtained from the data alone, shows that the structure seen in the plot is robust, and does not come from subtle details There is a clear inverse correlation between the two quantities, however the scatter is significant, and cannot be explained by measurement errors alone. The red squares and the blue diamonds indicate slow and fast rotating galaxies respectively, as defined in Table 1 . The coloured lines show the predictions of log(M/L)pop versus log(Hβ) from the SSP models of VZ96 and VZ99, using a Salpeter IMF. The blue, green and red solid lines correspond to a model age of 2, 7 and 17 Gyr respectively The difference in the labelling of the left and right axes is meant to emphasize the fact that along the vertical axis we are comparing two different quantities: the dynamical or total M/L, and the (M/L)pop of the stellar population alone. All the population model lines essentially overlap and define a tight relation between the two quantities, which is generally consistent with the measured trend. However the fact that some of the measured total M/L lie below all of the population model predictions shows that the adopted IMF is unphysical. Adopting a Kroupa IMF the (M/L)pop model predictions decrease by ∼ 30% (∆ log(M/L) ∼ 0.16) and all the observed M/L lie above or on top of the stellar population models. This indicates that a Kroupa IMF is consistent with the observations for all the galaxies in our sample.
in the SSP predictions. Again the main result is a general correlation between the total M/L and the stellar population (M/L)pop, consistent with Gerhard et al. (2001, see their Fig. 14) , albeit with a smaller scatter. The relatively small scatter in the correlation indicates that the IMF of the stellar population varies little among different galaxies, consistent with the results obtained for spiral galaxies by Bell & de Jong (2001) . All galaxies have (M/L)pop < ∼ (M/L) within the errors, but the total and stellar M/L clearly do not follow a one-to-one relation (green thick line). Unless this difference between M/L and (M/L)pop is related to IMF variations between galaxies, it can only be caused by a change of dark matter fraction within 6 one Re. The inferred median dark matter fraction is 29% of the total mass, broadly consistent previous findings from dynamics (e.g. Gerhard et al. 2001; Thomas et al. 2005 ) and gravitational lensing (e.g. Treu & Koopmans 2004; Rusin & Kochanek 2005) , implying that early-type galaxies tend to have 'minimal halos' as spiral galaxies (Bell & de Jong 2001) . The large number of galaxies in our sample with a similar value of log(M/L)pop ∼ 0.5, and the clear evidence for a variation in the dark matter fraction in those galaxies is consistent with the result of Padmanabhan et al. (2001) IMF. The red squares and the blue diamonds indicate the slow and fast rotating galaxies respectively, as defined in Table 1. The thick green line indicates the one-to-one relation. All galaxies have (M/L)pop < ∼ (M/L) within the errors, but the total and stellar M/L clearly do not follow a one-to-one relation. Dark matter is needed to explain the differences in M/L (if the IMF is not varying). The magenta arrows show the variation in the estimated (M/L)pop for the youngest galaxies (luminosity-weighted age < ∼ 7 Gyr), if a two-population model is assumed (see text for details). The (M/L)pop of the young galaxies would move closer to the one-to-one relation. Adopting the Salpeter IMF all the values of (M/L)pop would increase by ∆ log(M/L) ∼ 0.16. This can be visualized by shifting the one-to-one relation to the position of the dashed line. In this case a number of galaxies would have (M/L)pop > (M/L) and this implies that the Salpeter IMF is unphysical (consistent with Fig. 16 ).
(2004). However our results are not consistent with a constancy of the (M/L)pop for all galaxies, and a simple dark-matter variation, as we clearly detect a small number of young galaxies with low (M/L)pop and a correspondingly low dynamical M/L. Adopting the Salpeter IMF all the values of (M/L)pop would increase by ∆ log(M/L) ∼ 0.16. This can be visualized by moving the one-toone relation to the position of the dashed line. In this case a number of galaxies would have (M/L)pop > (M/L), implying that the Salpeter IMF is unphysical (as we inferred from Fig. 16 ).
This analysis has been carried out in the context of SSP models. We now consider a few caveats arising from this methodology. Low-level secondary star formation can alter the values of the (M/L)pop derived: essentially we underestimate (M/L)pop for these galaxies. This effect is expected to influence mainly the youngest galaxies, with the lowest (M/L)pop. To estimate the importance of this effect we experimented with combinations of two SSP models, considering a young component on top of an older solar-metallicity one. In Fig. 17 we indicate with an arrow the variation in the estimated (M/L)pop, for the five youngest galaxies (luminosity weighted age less than 7 Gyr), assuming the stellar population is composed by 90% (in mass) by an old 12 Gyr population with solar metallicity and by 10% by a younger population, whose age and metallicity is allowed to vary to reproduce the observed line strengths. We find that the artificial underestimation of the lowest (M/L)pop values can easily explain why these galaxies appear to have a high fraction of dark matter, contrary to the general trend. The adopted models use element abundances in the solar ratios, yet we know that many of our sample galaxies have enhanced ratios of Mg/Fe. Unfortunately, there are no models available which predict (M/L)pop as a function of abundance ratios. A possible influence on our results remains to be explored.
Given our assumptions about the IMF, we conclude the following: (i) There is a reasonable correlation between the dynamical and stellar population estimates of M/L in our sample. (ii) At low stellar M/L the overall relation is driven by age. (iii) For old galaxies there is a trend in dark matter fraction within one Re, from zero ((M/L) ≃ 3) to about 30% dark matter contribution for galaxies with the highest M/L in our sample ((M/L) ≃ 6).
DISCUSSION
A second parameter in the M/L variations?
In this Section we investigate whether the variations in the M/L of the galaxies, apart from a main dependence on the galaxy σe (and closely related quantities like mass and luminosity), are also dependent on other global observables, in particular on the galaxy kinematics, morphology and environment.
As mentioned in Section 1, a number of studies over the past twenty years have suggested that early-type galaxies display a dichotomy between generally massive, slowly-rotating, metalrich galaxies and rotationally-supported, less massive, metal-poor galaxies, which suggests a difference in their formation scenarios (e.g. Davies et al. 1983; Faber et al. 1997 ). These differences in galaxy structure led Kormendy & Bender (1996) to propose a physically-motivated revision to the classic and still broadly used (e.g. RC3) visual classification scheme by Hubble (1936) , based on photometry of E and S0 galaxies, to take the findings from the kinematics into account. The fainter and faster rotating galaxies also tend to show steeper luminosity profiles than the brighter ones and there is indication that they may all contain disks (Lauer et al. 2005) . The SAURON kinematical maps presented in Paper III also show two general velocity field morphologies: galaxies with a clear sense of rotation, with only small kinematic twists; and galaxies with little or no rotation, or with strong kinematic misalignments. The relation between all these different galaxy properties is still not fully understood, and it will be addressed in a future paper, for the full SAURON representative sample.
Here we limit ourselves to studying the effect on the M/L of a single, hopefully representative, parameter: the galaxy kinematics. A classic and simple way to quantify the differences in galaxy kinematics is by using the anisotropy diagram (Binney 1978) , which relates the observed flattening ε of a galaxy to the ratio between the ordered and random rotation of the stars (V /σ). The formalism was recently updated by Binney (2005b) for use with integral-field kinematics. The (V /σ) − ε diagram has often been used to provide a separation between fast rotating and slow rotating early-type galaxies (e.g. Geha, Guhathakurta, & van der Marel 2003) . A limitation of the diagram to characterize the kinematics of a galaxy is that it contains no spatial information, so that it cannot distinguish between a fast rotating nuclear component and a global galaxy rotation. To overcome this limitation we introduced a new quantitative classification scheme for early-type galaxies which is based on an approximate measure of the specific angular momentum of galaxies from integral-field stellar kinematics. In this work we adopt that classification to define the galaxies in our sample with significant angular momentum per unit mass, which we call the "fast-rotators" and the ones with negligible amount of specific angular momentum, which we define "slow-rotators" ( Table 1 ). The distinction between the two classes of galaxies can be easily seen on the kinematic maps of Paper III. More details on the classification will be given in Emsellem et al. (in preparation) .
In the first (top) panel of Fig. 18 we show the distribution of the residuals in the (M/L)-σ correlation for the fast-rotators and slow-rotators, as defined above. There appears to be a tendency for the slow-rotators to have a higher M/L than the fast-rotators, at given σe. This difference in the distribution of the residuals between the two classes of objects can be quantified using the KolmogorovSmirnov (K-S) test (e.g. Press et al. 1992, Section 14.3) . We find that the two distributions are significantly different, the probability that they are drawn from the same distribution being 2%. The same probability is found using a completely different estimator, the median statistics (Gott et al. 2001) , counting the number of galaxies above and below the best-fitting relation.
A similar difference between the M/L of the slow-rotators and fast-rotators is seen with respect to the (M/L)pop in Fig. 17 (or Fig. 16 ), in the sense that the slow rotating galaxies tend to have the largest M/L at any given (M/L)pop (or Hβ). If one excludes from the comparison the five youngest galaxies, and only considers the older galaxies for which the (M/L)pop is likely to be reliable, one finds that 7/8 of the slow rotating galaxies lie on top or above the dashed line (which roughly corresponds to a ∼ 30% contribution of dark matter within Re), while only 3/12 of the fast rotating galaxies lie above the same line. In this case the probability that this difference in M/L is due to a random fluctuation is less than 1%. The only slow rotator without evidence for dark matter is NGC 4458, which appears peculiar also for being the only low-luminosity and low-σe slow rotator.
In the second panel of Fig. 18 we show the dependence of the residuals of the (M/L)-σ relation on the galaxy luminosity. We separated the sample into the galaxies brighter and fainter than the K-band luminosity MK = −24. This ad hoc luminosity value was chosen to have the same number of objects in the two classes as in the comparison of the top panel between fast and slow rotating galaxies. We do not detect any significant difference in the distribution of the residuals of the bright and faint galaxies. The K-S probability that the residuals come from the same distribution is in this case 32%.
This finding that the slow rotating galaxies, which are more common among the most massive ones (Fig. 18) , have a higher M/L than the faster rotating and generally less massive ones, is reminiscent of recent findings, derived using completely different techniques, either from the dynamics of the planetary nebulae (Romanowsky et al. 2003; Napolitano et al. 2005) or from the analysis of gravitationally-lensed quasars (Ferreras, Saha, & Williams 2005) , indicating smaller fractions of dark matter among faint ellipticals, compared to more massive ones. However, if our result is correct, it would indicate that the dark matter fraction is more closely linked to the galaxy dynamics than to the mass alone.
In the third panel of Fig. 18 we compare the distribution of the residuals in the (M/L)-σ relation for the morphologically classified E and S0 (from RC3). Consistent with previous studies (e.g. Jørgensen et al. 1996) we find no difference in the M/L distribution for the two samples. The K-S probability that the two M/L distributions are the same is in fact 74%. The lack of any dependence on galaxy morphology may just reflect the limitations of the classic E/S0 visual classification, with respect to more physicallymotivated ones, which also consider the galaxy kinematics (e.g. Kormendy & Bender 1996) .
Finally in the fourth (bottom) panel of Fig. 18 we test whether the M/L shows a different distribution for the subsample of galaxies in clusters and in the field (defined as in Paper II). Hierarchical Table 1 . Namely the blue diamonds are fast-rotator galaxies, while the red squares are the slow-rotator galaxies. Second Panel: the blue diamonds and red squares are the galaxies respectively fainter and brighter than M K = −24. Third Panel: here blue diamonds are S0 galaxies and red squares are E galaxies, as defined in RC3. Fourth Panel: here blue diamonds are field galaxies, while red squares are cluster galaxies (as defined in Paper II). The K-S probability that the observed distribution of the residuals, for each pair of classes of objects, is drawn from the same distribution is 2%, 32%, 74% and 10% from the top to the bottom panel respectively. The only significant difference in M/L is thus observed between the fast-rotators and the slow-rotators, while we do not detect any significant difference as a function of luminosity or morphological classification. There is some very marginal evidence for a difference in M/L as a function of environment.
galaxy formation scenarios (Diaferio et al. 2001) predict that the galaxies in the field should have a significantly lower M/L than the galaxies in clusters, nearly independently of redshift. From our sample we find some very marginal difference between the two distributions of residuals, the K-S probability that the two distributions are the same being 10%. This small difference goes in the opposite direction than the model predictions, in the sense that the field galaxies have a marginally higher M/L than the cluster galaxies. This is consistent with recent findings from high-redshift studies, which show a similar evolution for the M/L of cluster and field galaxies (e.g. van de Ven, van Dokkum, & Franx 2003; van der Wel et al. 2005) . Together with the existence of the correlations we discuss in this paper, this result shows that the physical properties of the individual galaxies play a more important role in their formation and evolution than the environment.
Origin of the (M/L)-σ correlation
The (M/L)-σe correlation, which we studied in detail in this paper, is part of the remarkable series of tight relations of the σe in earlytype galaxies and spiral bulges with (i) luminosity, (ii) colours, (iii) metallicity and more recently also (iv) BH mass and (v) mass of the dark halo (Ferrarese 2002) . Together with these regularities, early-type galaxies are characterized by dichotomies, between the most massive giant ellipticals on one side, which are red, metalrich, slowly-rotating, and have shallow photometric profiles, and the fainter objects on the other side, which tend to be bluer, metal-poor, are dominated by rotation, have cuspy profiles and may contain disks (Davies et al. 1983; Kormendy & Bender 1996; Faber et al. 1997; Lauer et al. 2005) . One way to explain the observed trends is with the standard hierarchical scenario, where galaxies are assembled from smaller building blocks. In this picture the importance of gas during the merger process declines with increasing galaxy mass, due to the transformation of gas into stars, while galaxies are assembled. The role of the gas dissipation in the last merger could explain the observed differences in the characteristics of early-type galaxies (Bender, Burstein, & Faber 1992) . However it was realized some time ago that an apparently more successful way of explaining both the regular relations and the dichotomies is to assume some form of feedback process (Dekel & Silk 1986) , which must be able to stop the star formation and the chemical evolution by heating and expelling the gas from the galaxy potential well (which is related to the observed σ). Until recently the most natural candidate feedback generator was the explosion of supernovae. But the last few years of BH studies have started to revolutionize this picture. Just five years ago the MBH-σ relation first suggested a close connection between the formation of the BH and of the galaxy stellar component. Now a number of lines of evidence seem to converge towards a scenario in which the BH is the main actor in the feedback process which shapes galaxy evolution (e.g. Silk & Rees 1998; Granato et al. 2004; Binney 2005a; Ostriker, & Ciotti 2005; Loeb 2005; . In this picture the gas accumulates in the dark matter potential well, feeding the BH, forming stars and enriching the medium with metals, until the BH grows to the point where its powerful jets heat and expel the gas from the galaxy. This scenario naturally explains a close connection of σ with the BH mass (Di , as well as with the asymptotic circular velocity (related to the dark halo mass) and the M/L (related to both the halo mass and the metal enrichment).
The most obscure part of this picture is the link between the dark and the visible matter, both in the centres and the outskirts of early-type galaxies. It is remarkable that, thirty years after the first evidence of dark matter in spiral galaxies, a clear evidence of dark matter in early-type galaxies is still missing. Although a number of isolated studies from stellar dynamical models, X-ray and HI gas kinematics, or gravitational lensing indicate, not surprisingly, that early-type galaxies are also embedded in massive dark halos, other results have challenged this picture, suggesting that some galaxies may not contain dark matter after all. In this context our work helps to constrain the elusive dark matter contribution in the central regions of galaxies. The accurate M/L determinations in galaxy centres, compared with M/L derived by kinematical tracers at large radii, are also needed to measure dark matter profiles.
Progress on the investigation of the (M/L)-σ relation can be made using: (i) larger galaxy samples, to reliably determine the intrinsic scatter and the significance of the apparent connection between the dynamics and the dark matter content in galaxies; (ii) more accurate distances (e.g. using the SBF method from the ACS Virgo Cluster Survey [Côté et al. 2004] , which includes some galaxies in our sample); (iii) integral-field observations of samples of galaxies in clusters at intermediate distance, where the kinematics can still be resolved, but galaxies can be assumed to lie at the same distance.
Caveats
The galaxy sample we use in this paper was extracted from the SAURON representative sample of E/S0 galaxies in Paper II, and in addition includes M32 to explore the small mass regime. As described in Section 2.1, the main selection criteria were the availability of HST photometry and SBF distances for the galaxies, but we also excluded some obvious bars (a similar selection affects the well known MBH-σ relation). Although we have no indication that these selection criteria should bias our results in any specific way, they make the sample not necessarily representative any more. The fact that we can recover the FP correlations suggests that our small sample does represent the E/S0 population, but it is clear that increasing the galaxy modeling sample in a statistically selected way would be beneficial for future studies.
The slow rotating galaxies that we discussed in Section 5.1 are generally thought to be triaxial (e.g. . If this is the case our axisymmetric models will only provide a first order approximation to the true orbital distribution of the galaxies, and the M/L may not be correctly recovered. A significant triaxiality however may be expected to increase the observed scatter in the (M/L)-σ relation, which is instead quite small, arguing against strong triaxiality of the slow rotating galaxies in our sample. This idea is also supported by the fact that these galaxies all appear quite round in projection. In any case it is not obvious that axisymmetric models of a sample of possibly triaxial galaxies, seen at random orientations, should produce a positive bias in the inferred M/L. A detailed test using triaxial galaxy models (Verolme et al. 2003) goes beyond the scope of the present paper.
In our models we assumed a constant M/L throughout the galaxies and in Section 3.3 we discussed the possible implications of this assumption. It is possible for the dark matter profile to vary systematically as a function of galaxy mass. As a result our constant M/L approximation would not be equally accurate for the galaxies in the different mass ranges. This effect could also produce a bias on the measured M/L, which is however difficult to quantify, given the limited information on the dark matter profiles.
The result of Section 3.3 shows, however, that it is not easy to 'hide' dark-matter in the centre of galaxies. For this reason the tight (M/L)-σ correlation implies that (i) either dark matter is unimportant in galaxy centres or (ii) dark matter is closely related to the luminous matter. In fact a dark matter halo that dominates the central regions more than the one considered (e.g. the steeper profiles found in the numerical simulations of Navarro, Frenk, & White 1996) , would easily erase the correlation derived from the M/L of our models, unless the halo properties are closely linked to the stellar component. A similar conclusion was reached in a study of the tightness of the FP by Borriello, Salucci, & Danese (2003) .
CONCLUSIONS
We measured the M/L in the central regions, for a sample of 25 early-type galaxies with SAURON integral-field kinematics, using both two-integral Jeans models and three-integral Schwarzschild models. The galaxy sample was extracted from the SAURON survey (Paper II) and spans over a factor of a hundred in mass. To this sample we added the galaxy M32 to explore the low-mass range. The models are constrained by SAURON kinematics, to about one effective (half-light) radius Re, and HST/WFPC2 + MDM groundbased photometry in the I-band. We studied the correlations of the M/L with global observables of the galaxies and found a sequence of increasing scatter when the M/L is correlated to: (i) the luminosity-weighted second moment of the velocity inside the halflight radius σe, (ii) the galaxy mass, (iii) the K-band luminosity and (iv) the I-band luminosity. These correlations suggest that the M/L depends primarily on galaxy mass, but at a given mass it is a function of σ, which in turn is related the galaxy compactness. For our galaxy sample the (M/L)-σe relation has an observed scatter of 18% and an inferred intrinsic scatter of ∼ 13%.
We compared the M/L derived from the dynamical models, which does not depend on any assumption of spatial or dynamical homology, with the classic predictions for the (M/L)FP derived from the Fundamental Plane, which fully depends on the assumptions of homology and virial equilibrium. The slope of our observed correlations of M/L with luminosity, mass and σ, can account for ∼ 90% of the tilt of the FP. We also compared directly the M/L from the models with the virial predictions for our own sample, and found a relation (M/L) ∝ (M/L)
1.08±0.07 vir
, which confirms, with smaller uncertainties, the results from the FP comparisons. This also shows that, when the virial parameters Re and L are determined in the 'classic' way, using growth curves and the σe is measured in a large aperture, the virial mass is a reliable and unbiased estimator of galaxy mass. This has implications for high redshift studies, where the construction of general dynamical models is unfeasible. The best-fitting virial relation has the form (M/L)vir = (5.0 ± 0.1) × Reσ 2 e /(L G), in broad agreement with simple theoretical predictions.
These correlations raise the question whether the observed M/L variations are primarily due to differences in the (M/L)pop of the stellar population or differences in the dark-matter fraction. To test this we compared our dynamical M/L with simple estimates of the (M/L)pop, derived from the observed line-strengths indices of our galaxies. We find that the M/L generally correlates with the (M/L)pop, indicating that the variation in the stellar population, mainly due to a variation in the luminosity-weighted age, is an important factor in driving the observed M/L variation. The relatively small scatter in the correlation indicates that the IMF of the stellar population varies little among different galaxies, consistent with results obtained for spiral galaxies by Bell & de Jong (2001) . The small scatter also argues against the cuspy dark matter density profiles predicted by numerical simulations (Navarro et al. 1996) .
The accuracy of our M/L determinations allows us to detect significant deviations from a one-to-one correlation, which must be due to either variations of the IMF among galaxies, or to variations in the dark matter fraction within Re. In the latter case the median dark matter fraction for our sample is found to be ∼ 30% of the total mass, broadly consistent with earlier findings from dynamics (e.g. Gerhard et al. 2001; Thomas et al. 2005 ) and gravitational lensing (e.g. Treu & Koopmans 2004; Rusin & Kochanek 2005) . We find some evidence for the variation in M/L to be related to the dynamics of the galaxies. In particular the slow rotating galaxies in our sample, which are more common among the most luminous objects, tend to have a higher M/L at given (M/L)pop than the fast rotating and generally fainter galaxies. Assuming a constant IMF among galaxies, these results would suggest that the slow rotating massive galaxies have a higher (∼ 30%) dark matter fraction than the fast rotating galaxies. We speculate that this difference in M/L indicates a connection between the galaxy assembly history and the dark halo structure. Figure A1 . Top Panels: Bi-symmetrized and linearly interpolated map of the observed second velocity moment µ ′ 2 ≡ √ V 2 + σ 2 , extracted from the SAURON stellar kinematics of the galaxies NGC 524, NGC 2974, NGC 4150, NGC 4459 and NGC 4552. The actual Voronoi bins in which the kinematics was measured are shown in Paper III. The black central disk shows the region that was excluded from the following fits. Subsequent Panels: two-integral Jeans modeling of the unique projected second moments associated to the MGE mass density distribution, for different inclinations. Each plot is scaled to the best-fitting M/L using equation (2). For every galaxy the lowest inclination corresponds to an intrinsic axial ratio q = 0.1 of the flattest Gaussian component in the MGE model. Subsequent panels are equally spaced in q. The inclination of each model, and the corresponding best-fitting M/L is written above each plot. The inclination independently inferred from the geometry of the dust or from the gas kinematics is i ≈ 20 • , 60 • , 54 • , 46 • , for NGC 524, NGC 2974, NGC 4150 and NGC 4459 respectively. No strong constraint exists for the inclination of NGC 4552, but this giant elliptical is not expected to be flat (see Section 3.2), so it should be best fitted for i ≈ 90 • . For all the five galaxies the best fitting inclination derived from the Jeans models agrees with the expected value, as can also be seen by eye on these maps. the galaxies from R ≈ 0.
′′ 01 to about twice the maximum σj used in each galaxy (usually corresponding to 5-10 Re). The nucleus of NGC 4150 is heavily obscured by dust. For this galaxy we fitted the nuclear MGE model to an HST/NICMOS/F160W (H-band) image, which was rescaled to the WFPC2/F814W (I-band) one for calibration, neglecting possible I − H color gradients. In other galaxies dust and bright foreground stars were simply excluded from the MGE fit. The matching of the different images and the calibration adopted for the MGE models is described in Section 3.1. The deconvolved MGE surface brightness Σ is defined as follows:
where the model is composed by N Gaussian components of dispersion σj , axial ratio q ′ j and peak intensity I ′ j . The coordinates (x ′ , y ′ ) are measured on the sky plane, with the x ′ -axis corresponding to the galaxy major axis. The total luminosity of each Gaussian component is given by Lj = 2πI 
